
2023-08-07 TSC 16
Chaired by Frank

Attendees: 

Jonas, Frederik, Frank

Discussion items

Time Item Who Notes

0min Look back 
on actions 
previous 
TSC

Frank

ML4Net Jonas Possible user/collaboration of OpenSTEF

ML4Net is a starting research project on explainability / transparency of AI models and in particular model and input uncertainty used 
in the energy sector. Started by Dutch Metrology Organisation, other partner is TUDelft. They are writing down a research proposal 
and want to use data of OpenSTEF or implement their findings in OpenSTEF. 

Alliander is investigating if they can contribute as a non-funded or interested partner. 

LFE security 
audit

Jonas From LFE there is opportunity to get a security audit. Do we want to submit as a pilot project?

Let's give other project the opportunity for now.

OpenSTEF 
Meetup

Jonas PowerGridModel is hosting MeetUps twice a year. Showing usecases and break out into 'how to' and 'roadmap discussion'. 

Perhaps it's a bit early for a bigger community meetup, but can we organize a meetup between Alliander and RTE?  Let's discuss 
next TSC 

10min AI for the 
Future 
Energy 
System

Frank POC phase lasts until end of september. Results of data science analyses are available on sharepoint and notebooks on the AIFES 
repository alliander-opensource/AIFES: AI for the Future Energy System (github.com)

Idea Jonas: Nice to share some of these results or progress with a blogpost (LFEnergy & intranet & AIFES-promotional?)

Note that during september the Alliander OSPO will blog about open source stuff, would be nice to match this

Action:

Jonas Checks with Benoit/Boris (same action as last time)

FK: Ask TUDelft what  they do on forecasting and their collaboration with RTE (same as last time)

FK: Check with RTE if we can organize a meetup during next TSC

FK: Discuss with Martijn if/how/when we can blog about AIFES results

https://github.com/alliander-opensource/AIFES
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